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H & B Mining: “The Experts in Conveyor Skirts”
H & B Mining design and supply a range of “Easy Maintenance” conveyor transfer products to the Australian
mining industry with the aim of providing a safer, easier to maintain and more efficient working environment
at conveyor transfer points.
H & B Mining was established in April 1993 with the promise of providing a standalone conveyor design
service tailored to accommodate the mines of Australia. After witnessing maintenance crews struggling to
maintain and change out poorly designed products for conveyor transfers H & B decided to expand its
portfolio by developing its own range of ‘Easy Maintenance Products’ for conveyor transfer points including:
conveyor idlers, conveyor skirting systems, hinged dust covers, conveyor guards, conveyor diversion
plough, streamline conveyor transfer design and the retractable loading boot.
The “Easy Maintenance” conveyor product range harnesses H & B’s vast experience in the field along with
the innovative design technology nurtured over the years within the H & B design team. The Australian
mining industry has benefited from H & B’s toil, witnessing enhanced overall productivity, reduced shutdown
time and improved safety whilst gaining cost effective mining conveyor operations. H & B Mining products
have been installed as mine standard by Rio Tinto, BHP Billiton, Roy Hill and FMG, amongst others.

Easy Maintenance Skirt System designed for mining conveyors

The easy maintenance skirting system is designed with an adjustable primary and secondary seal which
allows easy access for inspection and maintenance to the skirt liners along a conveyor. A single person can
remove skirt rubber and inspect the skirt liners without having to get inside the chute and/or the skirting
area.
Once the inspection is complete, the operation to adjust the vertical height of the skirt liners and maintain
the all important sealing gap between the skirt liner and conveyor belt still only requires one person. The
easy maintenance skirting system allows for simple, quick and safe maintenance of skirt liners. This
reduces spillage from the belt down to an absolute minimum and eliminates build up of material around
transfer areas.
The easy maintenance skirting system is designed to suit each client's requirements and can be supplied in
complete skirt panel units or simply as loose components ready to be retrofitted to existing skirt boards.

